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     thirty three cancer types 
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Abstract 
Cancer cells harbor molecular alterations at all levels of information processing. 
Genomic/epigenomic and transcriptomic alterations are inter-related between genes, within 
and across cancer types and may affect clinical phenotypes. Despite the abundant prior 
studies of integrating cancer multi-omics data, none of them organizes these associations in 
a hierarchical structure and validates the discoveries in extensive external data. We infer this 
Integrated Hierarchical Association Structure (IHAS) from the complete data of The Cancer 
Genome Atlas (TCGA) and compile a compendium of cancer multi-omics associations.  
Intriguingly, diverse alterations on genomes/epigenomes from multiple cancer types impact 
transcriptions of 18 Gene Groups. Half of them are further reduced to three Meta Gene 
Groups enriched with (1) immune and inflammatory responses, (2) embryonic development 
and neurogenesis, (3) cell cycle process and DNA repair. Over 80% of the clinical/molecular 
phenotypes reported in TCGA are aligned with the combinatorial expressions of Meta Gene 
Groups, Gene Groups, and other IHAS subunits. Furthermore, IHAS derived from TCGA is 
validated in more than 300 external datasets including multi-omics measurements and 
cellular responses upon drug treatments and gene perturbations in tumors, cancer cell lines, 
and normal tissues. To sum up, IHAS stratifies patients in terms of molecular signatures of 
its subunits, selects targeted genes or drugs for precision cancer therapy, and demonstrates 
that associations between survival times and transcriptional biomarkers may vary with 
cancer types. These rich information is critical for diagnosis and treatments of cancers. 

※Online live streaming through Cisco Webex will be available. 

※ The tea reception will be held at 10:10. 


